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6.
Arabic
vowels
6.1. Neutral Arabic has three short and three long vowels, with some remarkable taxophones, due to the inﬂuence of certain consonants and of syllable structure. ˛ere are more variations for /a[:]/ and less for /u[:]/, while /i[:]/ is in an intermediate position.
˛ere are two ‘diphthongs' as well, /ai, au/, which, for practical purposes, are best
considered as sequences of /a/ + /i, u/, since their actual realizations are obtained precisely by juxtaposing the various taxophones of the three vocalic elements.
˙ 6.1. Neutral Arabic vowels: monophthongs.
/u/ (uò, u˘, U0, –U, U–, –U–,
_U, U_, _U_)
/u:/ (u:[0], U:–, U:_, ’uò, ’u˘)

/i/ (iò, i˘, ’i˘, I0, –I, I–, _¢, ¢_)
/i:/ (i:[ò]0, –I:, I:–, _¢:_,
’[0]i[˘-ò-0])
/a/ (Ä, –a, a–, _A, A_, _å_,
’0aò, ’0ÄHò)

/a:/ (Ä:, ’Ä, –a:, a:–, _A:, A:_,
_å:_)

˙ 6.2. Neutral Arabic vowels: diphthongs.
/ai/ (Äi˘, ÄI0˘, Ä¢[˘]ˆ)

/au/ (Äu˘, ÄU0, ÄU[˘]ˆ)

(ai˘, aI0˘, a¢[˘]ˆ)

(au˘, aU0, aU[˘]ˆ)

(ˆAi˘, ˆAI0˘, ˆA¢[˘]ˆ)

(ˆAu˘, ˆAU0, ˆAU[˘]ˆ)
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˙ 6.3.1. Neutral Arabic spread vowels: orograms (including variants shown in ˙ 6.6-7).

i

I

¤

¢

e

Ù

È

‘

™
Ä

a

A

å

˙ 6.3.2. Neutral Arabic rounded vowels: orograms (including variants shown in ˙ 6.6-8).

u

U

P

o

ø

Ø

˛e inﬂuence of ‘modern dialects' on the local pronunciation of supranational Arabic is very strong, even if unintentional. So strong, in fact, that it even occurs in teaching recordings, especially in the case of /ai, au/ but also of the basic
vowels.
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˙ 6.4. Neutral Arabic vowels: labiograms (including variants shown in ˙ 6.6-8).
i

u
I

¤

¢

e

Ù

È

U
P

o

‘

™

ø

Ä
a

A

Ø

å

˙ 6.5. Neutral Arabic vowels: palatograms (including variants shown in ˙ 6.6-8).
i

u

I

¤

¢

e

Ù

È

U

o

P

‘

™

ø

Ä
a

A

å/Ø

„at we describe here is the actual neutral pronunciation, which does not necessarily correspond to everything one may hear even from educated native speakers.
Nevertheless, the reader who follows exactly the model proposed in this book
will certainly achieve a kind of ‘neutral' pronunciation (not a regional one), even
if –for the vowels– this usage is quite close to that of Levantine Arabic (Ô § 15.2).
<is is true, in particular, for /ai, au/, seen that elsewhere they are generally realized as monophthongs ((e:, o:) or, at most, as narrow diphthongs, (™I, øU)).
˛e di‡erent variants of Arabic are not mere ‘accents' of the same language,
but partially di‡erent ‘dialects', which in turn a‡ect the language itself.
Let us consider, for instance, Gulf Arabic and Egyptian Arabic˚ while Maghreb
Arabic is di‡erent still (especially Moroccan Arabic). However, here we will most-
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ly consider ‘supranational' (or, somehow, native-like ‘international') Arabic pronunciation (although a few major di‡erences will be dealt with, too – Ô § 6.7, Ã
12 “ Ã 14-15).
6.2. ˛e unmarked values of /i[:], a[:], u[:]/, the ones that a native speaker would
instinctively employ to articulate vocalic segments in isolation, are (i[:], Ä[:], u[:])
(shown by the black markers in the vocogram of û 6.1). In addition to them, it is
indispensable to properly recognize and reproduce all the taxophones that are listed below.
Another important feature of modern neutral pronunciation is that any /é:/
will be realized as (é) (or (é;) at the most) in unstressed syllables, unlike classical
Koranic pronunciation, which dictates instead that vowel length be preserved as
scrupulously as possible in every instance.
/i/

/i:/

1.1 (¢) if preceded or followed by /T, D, S, Z, q/,
1.2 (I) if preceded or followed by /H, y, x, X/,
1.3 (I) in checked syllables (with di‡erent consonants than in 1.1),
1.4 (i) in unchecked syllables (except 1.1-2);
1.5 (in /ai/) as /i/, for 1.1-4;
1.6 (¢[:]) between /T, D, S, Z, q/ (in 4un7checked syllables),
1.7 (I[:]) if preceded or followed by /T, D, S, Z, q/ (in 4un7checked syllables),
1.8 (i[:]) in all other cases (in 4un7checked syllables);

/a[:]/

2.1 (å[:]) if preceded and followed by /T, D, S, Z, q/,
2.2 (A[:]) if preceded or followed by /T, D, S, Z, q/ (and (L)),
2.3 (a[:]) if preceded or followed by /H, y, x, X, r/,
2.4 (Ä[:]) if preceded and followed by other consonants (including (ö,
h, H)),
2.5 (a) if unstressed and in utterance-ﬁnal position (except 2.2),
2.6 (Ä) for /A4:7/, if unstressed and in utterance-internal word-ﬁnal position, including monosyllables (except 2.1-3),
2.7 (a÷ a∆) /A4∆7˘/, for -ah (tåò marb¨†ah ('ta;c mAr'bU:Tå4∆7)) in pausal
position (with no inﬂuence as in 2.2-5),
2.8 (in /ai, au/) as /a/, for 2.2-4;

/u/

3.1 (U) if preceded ¸ followed by /T, D, S, Z, q, H, y/,
3.2 (U) in checked syllables,
3.3 (u) in unchecked syllables (except 3.1),
3.4 (in /au/) as /u/, for 3.1-3;
3.5 (U[:]) in syllables checked by /T, D, S, Z, q, H, y/,
3.6 (u[:]) in all other cases.

/u:/

6.3. According to the distributions just seen, û 6.1 shows the realizations of the
Arabic –short and long– vowels, /i[:]/ (i[:], I[:], ¢[:]), /a[:]/ (Ä[:], a[:], A[:], å[:]) {and
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(Ø[:]), a conservative Koranic variant, Ô û 6.6), /u[:]/ (u[:], U[:]).
Here are some examples, which we present in their pausal form, stripped of
case endings or any other terminations: qif ('qÙf)˚ q¤qån (qÙ'qå:n)˚ ß¤d¤ ('Si:dI)˚ ßad¤q
(Så'di:q)˚ bint ('biNt)˚ f¤l ('fI:l)÷ ßaq¤§ (SÅ'qi:y)˚ ßa‡ ('Såf:)˚ †å∆a ('Tå:HA)˚ ba§da ('bAydA)˚
råhin ('RA:∆in)˚ hå√å ('∆a:FA)˚ walad ('walad)˚ båb ('ba:b)÷ s¨q ('su:q)˚ hunå ('∆Una)˚
ß¨f ('SU:f)˚ ºuß¨m (xu'SU:m)˚ funduq ('fuNduq)˘
û 6.2 shows the di‡erent realizations of /ai, au/, which result from the combination of (Ä-, a-, A-) + (-i, -I, -¢) or + (-u, -U), according to context. Let us examine
a few words, ﬁrst in pausal form: bayt ('bait), §ayn ('yAin)˚ qayl ('qåil)˚ fawz ('fauz)˚
lawn ('laun).
But, with a termination˚ by virtue of which the (phonetic) syllable containing
the diphthong becomes unchecked: baytun ('baItun), §ayn-¤ ('yAInI)˚ qaylin ('qåIlin)˚
fawzan ('faUzan)˚ lawnu-hu ('laUnU&∆U)˚ òawlådu-kunna (caU&la;dU'kunnA). Further
examples: òayna ('caInA)˚ §awdah ('yAUdA÷ -a∆)˚ muqawwam (mu'qåUwam) t(-'qåwwam).
It is important to note that the above should be taken with a grain of salt, since
even neutral diphthongs show a noticeable degree of elasticity, and nothing prevents
us from articulating –say– qayl as ('qåIl) and qaylin as ('qåilin) (mostly in mediatic
accents), provided that the ﬁrst element of the diphthong preserves the correct vocalic quality. A similar criterion should be applied to the taxophones of /AU/.
6.4. û 6.6 shows some more peculiar yet frequent realizations of /ai, au/: (e:, ™I÷
o:, øU), which are very widespread outside neutral Arabic. However, one's pronunciation may still be considered neutral, although ‘colloquial', even if it uses such
variants, provided all other articulations are appropriate.
<erefore, one should not be surprised to hear realizations such as bayt ('bE:t,
'beit), òayna ('cE:nA, 'cei-), §ayn¤ ('yE:nI, 'yei-), fawz ('fO:z, 'fouz), lawn ('lO:n, 'loun). As
to qayl˚ ('"E:l, '"eil) would be possible but rather theoretical, because the very colloquial register associated with (E:, ei÷ O:, ou) would in turn call for a more colloquial
realization of /q/ than neutral (q) is, Õ (c, g, G), if not its complete loss: ('GE:l, 'Geil÷
'cE:l, 'ceil÷ 'E:l, 'eil).
˙ 6.6. Neutral Arabic vowels: colloquial “ Koranic variants.

/ai/ (e:, ™I) frequent
colloquial variants

/au/ (o:, øU) frequent
colloquial variants
in Koranic pronunciation:
/a[:]/ (_Å[:], Å[:]_, _Ø[:]_)

≈nally, û 6.6 also shows the rounded back realization of /a[:]/ between /T, D, S,
Z, q/ (and some other cases). As said, this (ø4:7) is more typical of Koranic pronunciation: scattered examples of it can be found here and there (and in § 6.3), and
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are often associated with solemn assertions, including quotations from holy scriptures.
û 6.7 shows further vocalic articulations, all of which are in the intermediate
area of our vocogram (typically unused in neutral pronunciation, as can be seen
in û 6.1). ˛e same happens for the variants of /ai, au/, as well: maydån (maI'da:n,
mÄÈ-), òawlåd (caU'la:d, cÄÛ-).
˛e white markers indicate unstressed realizations of /i, a, u/, (Ù, ‘, P), which
are considerably centralized.
˛e broken-line white marker, in turn, indicates the frequent neutralization of
unstressed /i, a, u/, uniﬁed into (È), which is more typical of quick and familiar
speech. Some examples: siyå` (si'jÄ:Z, sÙ-, sÈ-)˚ tim≠ål (tIm'†Ä:l, tÙm-, tÈm-)˚ salåma
(sÄ'lÄ:ma, s‘-, sÈ-)˚ sahwån (sÄH'wÄ:n, s‘H-, sÈH-)˚ suh¨la (su'Hu:la, sP-, sÈ-)˚ mu∞taqq
(mUS'tA›:, mPS-, mÈS-)˘
Such variants must have been in use for centuries, considering some well established renditions of Arabic words, such as Moham(m)ed in many Western languages and Mehmet in Turkish for neutral Mu∆ammad (mu'HAmmad), or Moslem for
Muslim ('muslim).
It is also reasonable to assume that the same tendency to merge unstressed vowels is one of the reasons behind the progressive erosion of the rich inﬂectional system of Classical Arabic, which ultimately leads to the disappearance of most morphological endings in modern ‘dialects'.
But for the pronunciation model that we want to promote, it will be advisable
to stick to the basics and refrain from excessive… innovations.
˙ 6.7. Arabic vowels: unstressed colloquial variants.

/’i/ (Ù), /’a/ (‘), /’u/ (P),
/’ai/ (‘Ù), /’au/ (‘P)

{/’i, ’a, ’u/ (È) /È/ possible
colloquial neutralization)

frequent colloquial variants

6.5. Another feature admitted in everyday pronunciation and in mediatic accents, but generally not in Koranic declamation, tends to avoid realizations like
(a4:7) in whole (even long) words containing /T, D, S, Z, q, H, y, x, X, r/: mahrab
('ma∆-®Ab, 'mA∆-)˚ †alab ('Tålab, -lAb), tam∂¤ ('tamDi, 'tAm-)˚ manß¨b (maN'SU:b,
mAN-).
<is sort of ‘vowel harmony' somehow applies to other vowels as well, and indeed, it would make the pronunciation of Arabic a lot easier, if fully implemented and predictable. Unfortunately, it is neither. Learners of neutral pronunciation
should then try their best to reproduce all vocalic taxophones whenever necessary
and appropriate.
<ough alien to the scopes of this work, it is worth recalling that, based on
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some historical evidence, a higher and fronter realization of /A[:]/, possibily even
an independent phoneme, is likely to have belonged to the vocalic inventory of
Classical Arabic, or at least to the Meccan variety spoken by the Prophet and early followers.
Ancient Arab linguists used the term òimålah (cI'ma:lA÷ -a∆)˚ ‘slanting, tilting',
to describe the shift of a òalif to the vocalic quality of (E[:]) (‘light' òimålah] or (E4:7)
(‘heavy' òimålah]. Both are still present in some modern ‘dialects' –most notably,
urban Lebanese– though not necessarily with the same distribution and mechanisms as in Classical Arabic.
Certain Koranic recitation [ta™w¤d (taò'wI:d)] styles still call for òimålah in a
number of instances, which the reciter has to memorize, since even fully vocalized
Arabic orthography has no means to indicate either òimålah or its exact opposite,
(Å4:7, ø4:7), unless supplementary ta™w¤d diacritics are employed.
6.6. Arguably, not every single realization given in û 6.1-7 is really necessary for
a good neutral pronunciation of Arabic. Nevertheless, if these realizations are rationed and used in a natural way (speaking ﬂuently), a greater ‘spontaneity', similar
to that of native speakers, can be attained, again in the framework of colloquial neutral pronunciation.
A systematic and complete shortening of unstressed long vowels belongs to modern and international pronunciation, as observed before. On the contrary, Koranic (and in general, ‘solemn') pronunciation not only avoids shorthening long vow˙ 6.8. Arabic /jé, wé/ sequences: not ‘diphthongs'.
(ji[:], jI[:], j¢[:])

(jÄ[:], ja[:], jA[:])
(ju[:], jU[:])

(wi[:], wI[:], w¢[:])

(wÄ[:], wa[:], wA[:])

(wu[:], wU[:])
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els, but will often elongate them both for metric purposes and to make certain distinctions more evident.
Our readers are nonetheless advised that whenever homophony might lead to
ambiguity, it will be useful to articulate unstressed long vowels at least as half-long,
if not long: Õ katabna (Ka'tabnA) ‘they [fem.] wrote' ÿ katabnå (Ka'tabna;÷ -&na:)
‘we wrote'.
For a useful comparison with the diphthongs given in ˙ 6.2, let us carefully
compare ˙ 6.8, which shows (central) approximant + vocoid sequences. Unfortunately, too many ‘experts' still keep on considering them ‘falling diphthongs',
while they certainly are (0é), not (éé).
Some hints about geographic variants
6.7. Among the main variations and deviations from the neutral form (Ô § 6.3),
in certain areas, we ﬁnd that /a:/ never has the (Ä:) timbre, in any context (as often
happens in Iraq and northern Lebanon).
Furthermore, in an almost general way, in several colloquial variants, the diphthongs /ai, au/ reduce to (e:, ™I÷ o:, øU) (Ô û 6.6), from the Maghreb to the Persian
Gulf, except in the Levant. However, the diphthongs are kept, generally, when
they are in absolute ﬁnal position or followed by /j, w/.
Some examples: bayt ('bÄIt, 'b™It, 'be:t)˚ lawn ('lÄUn, 'løUn, 'lo:n)˚ §ayn ('HaIn, 'H™In,
'He:n)÷ sayyid ('sÄijId), ('sÄjjId)˚ mu∞awwiq (mu'SÄuw¢›) (-Äww-)˚ nayy ('nÄi, 'nÄj:,
'nÄJ:,)˚ law ('lÄu, 'lÄw, 'lÄ))˘
Especially in the Maghreb, besides (unstressed) /’i, ’u/, even /’a/ may be dropped
(with possible, consequent, stress shifts): òanta ('öÄNta, µ'tÄ, N'tÄ)˚ qalam ('›AlÄm,
'›Alm)˚ lisån (li'sÄ:n, Í'sÄ:n)˚ salåm (sÄ'lÄ:m, s'lÄ:m)˘

8.
Arabic
consonants
8.0. <e consonantal phonemes and taxophones of neutral Arabic are shown
in ˙ 8.0 (including two possible more traditional variants for /Z, ò/ (Z) t(¢), (ò)
t(‚), but without some inferable, or less important, taxophones, as (¢, Ú)).
Also non-assimilated consonant sequences, more typical of slower or more careful speech, will be shown in this chapter, although in Ã 9 their normal patterns
will be shown.

laryngeal

pharyngeal

uvular

preuvular

velar rounded

velar

prevelar

palatal

postalveo-palalatal
protruded

prepalatal

uvularized alveolar

alveolar

uvularized dental

dental

labiodental

bilabial

˙ 8.0. Table of neutral Arabic consonants.

m (M) (˙)
n
(¯)
(N)
(~) (˙)
(˙) (,)
ö
F (p) b
t d TD
(K, G) k (g)
(") q
ö
{G}
Ô
ƒ
f
† ∑ {¢}
h (h)
_
s z SZ
S Z (, ª)
(‹ ‡)
ß
j
w
H (h) H
r (R)
ó
º˜
˘
‹
l {L} (ı)
(L)
(l)

Nasals
8.1. ˛ere are two nasal phonemes, /m, n/ (m, M, N, n, ¯, ~, ~, ˙, ˙, ,) (~)
(which means that /n/ is assimilated to a following consonant, including before /r,
l/, while /m/ can only assimilate to a following /f/, becoming (M)) – the prepalatal
(~), which is frequent in other languages, is included for comparison, not to be confused with (¯)).
A few examples, as usual in pre-pausal form: muma≠≠al (mu'mÄ††Äl)˚ tam`¤d (tÄm'Zi:d, -'Gi:d)˚ ∞ams ('SÄms)˚ Maryam ('maR-jÄm)˚ Mu∆ammad (mU'hammÄd)˚ nimnim
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('nImnIm)˚ `anb ('ZÄmb, 'G-)˚ min båb (mIm'bÄ:b)˚ òanf ('öÄMf)˚ bint ('biNt), win∞
('wI¯S)˚ min maktab-¤ (mim'maktabI)˚ min yawm (mi~'jaum)˚ min R¨må (mi®'RU:mA,
-n'R-)˚ min L¤må (mil'lI:mA, -n'l-)˚ Éank ('∑Ä~K)˚ §anwah ('Ha˙-wa, -ÄH)˚ Æanq ('ºA,›)˚ min
q¨wah (mÙû'qu:wA, -a∆), òinqi∂åò (&Ù˙"Ù'Då:c)˘
However, Koranic pronunciation tends to avoid assimilating /n/ to a following consonant. So, in a forced and rather unnatural way, we would have: ±('‚anb, min'ba:b,
min'maktabI, min'jaum, 'canf, 'winß, 'Fank÷ 'yAn-wA, -a∆÷ 'xAnq÷ min'qu:wA, -a∆).
˙ 8.1. Arabic consonants: nasals.

m

M

˙

n

n

N

”

˙

n

,

~

Stops
8.2.1. Arabic has no ‘/p/' (Proto-Semitic /p/, in fact, became Arabic /f/), but only /b/, which however may be realized as (p) when followed by voiceless consonants: båb ('bÄ:b)˚ laban ('lÄbÄn)˚ ∆abs ('haps). On the other hand, neutral Arabic
has no ‘/g/' either, but has the (g, G) taxophones of /k/ before voiced obstruents:
òakbar ('caGbAr).
However, Arabic has two voiceless stops in phonemic opposition, velar /k/ (k,
K) and uvular /q/ (q, "). Some examples: kuskus ('kuskus)˚ mik≠aar (mIK'†a:R)˚ malik
('mÄlIK)˚ qad¤m (›A'di:m)˚ òaqdåm (öA›'dÄ:m)˚ s¨q ('sU:›)˚ òAl-Quròån (&öAL›Ur'öÄ:n)
(t(&öåLQUr'öÄ:n)}˚ saqqå†ah (såq'qÅ:Tå4∆7) (t(så›'›Ø:Tå[H], -'Q-)}, qi†† ('"ÙT:)˚ q¤mah ('"i:mA, -a∆).
Arguably, /›/ (›, ") enjoys great prestige, even among speakers who do not use
it, although very frequently it is replaced with other articulations (as will be seen
in § 8.7). Note: kalb ('KÄlb) ‘dog' and qalb ('›Alb) ‘heart'.
Furthermore, we have the peculiar diphonic dental pairs /t, d/ (t, d) and /T, D/
(T, D) (uvularized). In mediatic pronunciation, /t/ and /k/ may be slightly ‘aspirated', when at the beginning of a stressed syllable (but we will mark it only here):
('k¿, 't¿) – (¿) is weaker than (h), being a laryngeal semiapproximant.
Often, /t, d/ are denti-alveolar if ﬁnal before a pause (but it is not necessary to use
(4, 7), unless one wants to be very precise: tadåwul (tÄ'dÄ:wUl)˚ ∞itåò (Si'tÄ:ö)˚ ∆add
('had:)˚ ba=å=is (bA'Tå:T¢s) {t(-'TØ:-)}˚ ƒar= ('DART) {t('DåRT÷ 'DØRT)}˚ ƒa`ir ('DAZIr, -GIr)˘
Although neutral Arabic has no (g), except for assimilation, this contoid occurs
in several modern ‘dialects' as a variant of either /Z/ or /›/ (that is to say, not both
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in the same dialect). ˛erefore, it is natural that these isolated phonemes may currently be brought to normalization. So, they change their articulations, in order
to form a more homogeneous and coherent structural system. Even the shift of /Z/
to (Z) (instead of the more Koranic –and ancient– (G)), or to (g), is a part of this
trend. Again, in Koranic pronunciation, /T, D, q/ can certainly be labialized: (èT, Dè ,
Á) (in fact, this peculiarity, which in several other languages may be felt to be uneducated or vulgar, is, on the contrary, perceived as better and adapt for religious
purposes: ƒar= ('èDØRèT), qalb ('ÁØlb)).
˙ 8.2. Arabic consonants: stops (including English (t, d), for comparison).

pb

td

´Ò

kg

gq

G›

Âè Ñè

ÁG

ÂÑ

47

ö

TD

8.2.2. Our last neutral Arabic stop phoneme is /c/ (c), the so-called ‘glottal stop',
represented in written Arabic by the famous hamzah ('hamzA, -a∆)˚ an important
diacritic – technically, not a ‘letter' of the Arabic alphabet on its own, but a ‘true
letter' in our transliteration, with its capital shape, as well: ò˚ ¡.
<is phoneme may occur in every position, single or geminated, just like any
other consonant: òam¤n (öÄ'mi:n)˚ såòi∆ ('sÄ:öIh)˚ måò ('mÄ:ö)˚ zannaò ('zÄnnÄö)˚ raòs
('Raös)˚ badò ('bÄdö)˚ saòòål (sÄö'öÄ:l)˘
In the examples above, /c/ has a semantic value, \ it is either part of the triconsonantal root from which the word derives, as is the case with ò-m-n˚ z-n-ò˚ r-ò-s˚
b-d-ò˚ and s-ò-l÷ or it is etymologically related to the root, as in såòi∆ and måò˚ whose
roots actually are s-w-∆ and m-w-h. <ere are also cases in which ò corresponds to
an original y in the root and vice versa.
Unsurprisingly, the relatively unpredictable alternation between ò˚ w˚ h˚ and y
is one of the di‚culties involved in looking up words in Arabic dictionaries, where
entries are not arranged alphabetically, but listed below their basic root.
Besides, Arabic phonotactics dictates that all phonic syllables begin with a consonant, and when there is no consonantal onset, due to etymological or morphological reasons, /c/ is added to somehow ‘protect' what otherwise would be a bare
vowel (or diphthong): òab ('öÄb)˚ òidånah (öi'dÄ:na, -ÄH)˚ umm ('öUm:).
An interesting case is ruòasåò (&rUca'sa:c), the plural form of raò¤s\ the former /c/
is clearly etymological, the root being r-ò-s˚ while the latter is morphological, as it
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belongs to the su‚x -åò within the ‘broken plural' pattern CuCaCåò. But at the
same time, this ﬁnal /c/ plays an important morpho-phonetic role, for it makes it
possible to attach case endings -u˚ -i˚ -a without producing the sequences -åu˚ -åi˚
-åa˚ which Arabic phonotactics does not admit as valid diphthongs.
Most typically, we found the ‘prosthetic /c/' before the article al- in post-pausal
position, \ at the beginning of an utterance: òal-maktab (cal'maKtab)÷ but òal-baytu wa-l-maktab (cal'baItU wal'maKtab)˚ not *wa-òal-maktab. (<e apheresis of a˚
(éal-)ê(él-), and of other initial short vowels will be explained below.)
<e relative pronouns òalla√¤ (cal'laFI)˚ òallat¤ (cal'latI) (¬ § 9.4.5 for their ‘irregular' stress pattern), òalla√¤na˚ Æ, whose ﬁrst syllable etymologically is the
deﬁnite article, exhibit the same behavior: maktab-¤, òalla√¤… ('maKta&bI22 cal'laFI2)
‘my o‚ce, which…' ÿ òal-maktabu lla√¤… (cal'maKtabul &laFI-) ‘the o‚ce that…'.
Even the word ‘Allah' behaves the same, though there is no consensus among
scholars, especially Arab academicians, as to whether the ﬁrst syllable Al- corresponds to the deﬁnite article (° Italian Iddio (Id'dI;o)˚ from Il Dio˚ lit. ‘<e {only}
God'): ¡allåh (öAL'LA:H) ÿ li-Llåh (lIl'lÄ:[H]).
8.2.3. If all phonic syllables must begin with a consonant, on the other hand,
Arabic phonotactics does not tolerate more than one consonant in that position,
except rare cases of loanwords not yet adapted to Arabic phonology. Initial consonant clusters are resolved in various ways, which nevertheless always involve a
short vowel: an epenthetic ‘echo vowel' as in Ïaråbulus (Tå'RA:bU&lus) ‘Tripoli'; or,
more frequently, a prosthetic vowel.
„en words with (˘00-) (¤ with an initial consonant cluster) occur –in connected speech– after a word ending in a vowel, it is not necessary to add the vowel (nor /ö/), therefore the two words are linked.
If, instead, the preceding word ends in a consonant, then, the vowel is added,
but /ö/ is not. ˛e reader is referred to grammars, where this phenomenon (indicated by a diacritic called wa«lah ('wASla÷ -ÄH)) is generally dealt with quite widely.
We can ﬁnd this in connection with the article, certain verbal forms, the imperative and a dozen nouns. Among these, the most important are: òibn ('öIbn, -bó,
-b¢n)˚ òimruò ('öImrUö)˚ òism ('öIsm, -sõ, -s¢m)˚ òi≠nåni (öI†'nÄ:ni). Also note: raòaytu bn-¤ (ra'öÄitUb 'ni:)˚ båbu l-bayt ('bÄ:bUl 'bÄIt)˘
8.2.4. <e a of the deﬁnite article al- in fact is a prosthetic vowel, which in post-pausal position will –in turn– call for the prosthetic /c/ that we have examined
above. (Be noted that in modern ‘dialects' and the corresponding regional accents
of ‘Standard Arabic', the article normally begins with (e, i) or some sort of ‘(™)',
not necessarily ‘protected' by (c).)
<e fact remains that whichever vowel is preﬁxed, the only portion of the deﬁnite
article that matters is -l-˚ or its assimilated variants when followed by ‘solar letters'.
If the preceding word already ends in a vowel –a thematic long vowel or a case
ending, for example– the consonant cluster will be directly connected to it in ﬂuid
speech˚ and no supplementary prosthetic vowel will be needed anymore. <at ex-
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plains wa-l-maktab and similar cases: f¤ l-maktabi l-™ad¤di lla√¤ f¤-hi… (fil'maKta&bil
ja'dI:dil&laFI&fI∆I-) ‘in the new o‚ce where…' (lit. ‘in the o‚ce the new which in it…').
Many other words feature a prosthetic vowel that can be elided, one of the best
known being òism ('cism, 'ism) ‘name': while ‘the name' regularly is òal-òism (cal'cism) (two prosthetic vowels with two prosthetic /c/!), ‘what is your name?' is må
smu-ka? (¿'ma:smU&Ka23), instead. Hence the famous incipit\ bi-smi Llåhi r-ra∆måni
r-ra∆¤m (&bismil'la∆ir2 <rAH'ma:nir rA'HI:m2≤) ‘in the name of Allah the clement (and)
the merciful'.
<e tendency to rely on the preceding word is so widespread that certain words
and morphological markers genuinely ending in a consonant will acquire a supplementary vowel –in this case, a paragogic vowel– that will make the liaison possible even if the prosthetic vowel could theoretically serve for that purpose. For
example, min maktab-¤ (mim'maKtabI) ‘from my o‚ce', but mina l-maktab
(&mInal'maKtab) ‘from the o‚ce'; and ™alasat bint-¤ ('òalasat 'bintI, '‚-) ‘my daughter sat down', but ™alasati l-bint ‘the girl/daughter sat down' (òa'lasatil 'biNt, ‚-),
which, by the way, implies a stress re-adjustment.
8.2.5. It is important to note that the òalif signalling the presence of a prosthetic
/cé-/ remains written –in the Arabic script– even if neither is pronounced, in order to keep the word recognizable, but in that case, the òalif should carry a diacritic called waßlah –from waßl ‘connection, liaison'– though this in practice is
rarely done. Our Romanization, instead, only spells out what is actually uttered.
Constrictives (or ‘fricatives')
8.3. Among the phonemes belonging to this articulation manner, we ﬁnd /f/
(f): far¤d (fa'Ri:d)˚ ifsåd (öIf'sÄ:d). <e corresponding voiced phone (v) only occurs
as an assimilatory taxophone of /f/, as in lafΩ ('lAvZ, -v¢), but not as an independent phoneme. In loanwords adapted to the Arabic phonic inventory, foreign /v/
is generally changed to /f/: F¤kt¨r (fIK'tU:R) ‘Victor', tilﬁzy¨n (&tilfiz'jU:n) ‘television', f¤diy¨ ('fI:dIjU) ‘video', «yatnåm (fIat'na:m) ‘Vietnam', F(a)låd¤m¤r (f4a7&ladI'mI:R) ‘Vladimir'; or to /w/, as in Bahlaw¤ ('ba∆lawI) ‘Pahlevi', a Persian loanword.
˙ 8.3. Arabic consonants: constrictives (including the possible variants for /Z, ò/ (ò, t‚÷ Z, t¢)).
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In addition, there are two diphonic pairs, which pose no problems, /†, ∑÷ s, z/
(†, ∑÷ s, z): ≠alå≠ (†Ä'lÄ:†)˚ maÉir ('mÄ∑Ir)˚ Éamm ('∑Äm:)˚ dars ('daRs)˚ zår ('za:R)˚
kanz ('KÄNz)˘
However, there are two more diphonic pairs, with variations that may pose
some phonemic dilemmas. ˛ey are /S, Z/ (S) (Z) {t(¢)} and /S, Z/ (S) (Z) {t(G)}.
We prefer (Ã, Z) for their voiced members, as they are more modern and more
integrated in the phonemic system than their more Koranic variants (¢, G), which
are considered more prestigious (even by those who do not use them). But, since
they have a di‡erent place or manner of articulation, they would complicate the
phonemic system – not slightly, indeed.
However, they can be used – especially in a kind of pronunciation which aims
more at a traditional than at an international accent: «ur«ur˚ -¨r ('SUrSUr, SUr'Su:r)˚
raÆ¤« (ra'ºI:S), and ma∆„¨„ (mah'ZU:Z, t-¢U:¢)˚ „åmiò ('ZA:mIö, t'¢-).
Also: òi∞håd (öIS'hÄ:d)˚ òa∞yåò (öÄS'jÄ:ö)˚ mu∞awwa∞ (mu'SÄwwÄS, -ÄuwÄS)˚ òa∞add
(öÄ'SÄd:)˚ ra∞∞å∞ (raS'SÄ:S)˚ òa∞-∞ams (öÄS'SÄms)˚ `am¤l (ZÄ'mi:l, GÄ-)˚ òa`ma§ ('öÄZmaH,
'öÄG-)˚ tå` ('tÄ:Z, -G)˘
In the pharyngeal place of articulation, we ﬁnd the voiceless constrictive /h/ (h)
(currently, the ‘corresponding' voiced sound, the famous §ayin˚ is considered to be
constrictive, as well, but in neutral pronunciation, it is clearly an approximant, /H/
(H), as we will see below, § 8.4.2).
Examples: ∆ubbiyy ('Hub'bij:)˚ ma∆t¨m (mah'tu:m)˚ mu∆aƒƒir (mU'hADD¢r)˚ fari∆ ('fAriH), fa∆∆å∞ (fah'ha:S)˘
Arabic also has a diphonic pair of uvular constrictive trills, (º, ˜) (as will be
seen). Phonemically they might be represented with the o‚cial symbols /X, º/, but
it will be more appropriate and convenient to use the same symbols (for the two
levels): /º, ˜/ (º, ˜).
Approximants
8.4.1. Let us ﬁrst consider the least peculiar ones (although there are rather free
occurrences). <us: /j, w/ (j, w), even realized as (i, u), for /0jò, 0wò/ (and, possibly, for /òj0, òw0/, in colloquial variants, as no doubt in the di‡erent dialects) and
/éjjé, éwwé/ (ij, tjj÷ uw, tww), but /ijjò, uwwò/ (Ij:, Uw:).
Some examples: yåwir ('jÄ:wIr)˚ wa«iyyah (wA'SIjja, -ÄH÷ -I:j-)˚ wu«¨l (wU'Su:l)˚
sayyid ('sÄjjId, 'sÄijId)˚ nawwåm (nÄw'wÄ:m, nÄu'w-)˚ nayy ('nÄj:, 'nÄ,:, 'nÄJ:, 'nÄIj)˚
manhiyy (mÄn'HIj:, -'HI,:, -'HIJ:÷ ij:, -'HI,:, -'HIJ:÷ -'HIi)˚ òabw ('öÄbw, -b‹, -b‡, -bu) (Ô
òabu ('öÄbu) /'öabu:/). ˛e Koranic pronunciation prefers (-jj-, -ww-), as in the cases
seen above.
A note about the very common ending -iyyah\ we shall present (-'ijjA, -a∆) as
typical in our transcriptions, but again, (-'I-) is ﬁne as well, and even well-educated
speakers might go as far as (-'I4;7A) in fast, colloquial or mediatic pronunciation.
Something like (-'I4;7a∆) would be theoretically possible, too, but quite inconsistent with the un-colloquial, conservative (-a∆).
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Let us also consider these further examples, which show us the di‡erences between modern pronunciation and traditional Koranic pronunciation.
In principle, they coincide even with the most important cases where, even in
colloquial accents and dialects, /ai, au/ do not change into monophthongs ((™:, ø:)).
˛is happens when they are in absolute ﬁnal position, and when in front of /j,
w/ or after /i:, u:/, respectively, or when ﬁnal, after a consonant.
<e following examples show this: kay ('KÄi) t('KÄi, 'KÄ,, 'KÄJ) (Ô kayy ('KÄIj)
t('KÄj:, 'KÄ,:, 'KÄJ:)}, layyan ('lÄijÄn) t('lÄjjÄn, 'lÄ,jÄn, 'lÄJjÄn)˚ §umy ('HUmi) t('HUmjÈ,
'HUm,È, 'HUmJÈ)˚ law ('lÄu) t('lÄwÈ, 'lÄ‹È, 'lÄ)È)˚ dawwar ('dÄuwar) t('dÄu‹-, 'dÄww-)˚
§ad¨wah (Ha'du:wa, -ÄH) t(-u:‹-, -u:)-)˚ sahw ('sÄHu) t('sÄHwÈ, 'sÄH‹È, 'sÄH)È)˚ §afw
('Hafu) t('Hafw, 'Haf‹, 'Hafä, 'Haf¨)˘ Let us also consider: òa∞∞arw (öÄS'SaRw, -AR‡, -Aru).
˙ 8.4.1. Arabic consonants: central approximants (“ some possible stronger variants: semiconstrictive and constrictive) /j, w/ (j, ,, ª÷ w, ‹, )).
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8.4.2. As we said above (§ 8.3), the Arabic phoneme /H/ (H) is an approximant
(and generally, in mediatic pronunciation, it is laryngealized as well, (ó), which is
fairly easy to detect by its lower intrinsic tonality and creaky voice).
But plain (H) is su‚cient for a good (and neutral) pronunciation, provided it
does not become a simple vowel like (√, ∏), although short, non-syllabic, (√, ◊)
might be acceptable (corresponding to creaky-voiced full vocoids (√, ◊) in mediatic accents and ‘dialects').
Examples: §ayn ('HaIn), §ala ('yAlA), ma§i ('mAyI)˚ ma§a ('maHa)˚ ba§da ('baHda), bi§tu
('biytU)˚ na§na§˚ -nå§ ('naHnaH, naH'na:H)˚ fa§§åliyyah (&faHHa'lIjja÷ -ÄH)˚ sal§ ('sÄlH), ma§
('mAy), rub§ ('Ruby).
As a useful device for reflection and comparison, ˙ 8.4.2 shows the orograms
˙ 8.4.2. Arabic consonants: the voiced pharyngeal approximant (y) (not a constrictive!) and
its interplay in contact with di‡erent vocoids.
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of (y) and the vocoids it can be in contact with. In these sequences, it is important
not to think that some full vocoidal phones can somehow compensate for the occurrence of a real (y) (as seen above).
It is occasionally possible to hear some peculiar regional –non-neutral– variants,
as a laryngealized stop, (?), or else a pharyngealized laryngeal contoid, (©), ™: ('na?na?, na?'na:?, 'nA©nA©, nA©'nA:©).
8.4.3. Our last Arabic approximant phoneme is a true laryngeal phone, /H/ (H,
h), and has a very free occurrence (¬ ˙ 8.4.3). <e lenis voiced (∆) is the variant
that we shall present as most typical in our transcriptions, for both simplicity and
consistency; furthermore, (∆) is a better choice for non-native learners to keep /∆/
distinct from /H/. Our readers, however, must be aware that /H/ may switch to the
lenis voiceless (h) when near a pause or a voiceless consonant, or when geminate.
Examples: òitti`åh (&öItti'ZÄ:H, -h÷ -G-)˚ muhtar ('mUHtar, -h-)˚ håÉihi ('HÄ:∑iHi,
h-)˚ mahb¨l (mÄH'bu:l)˚ òinhizåm (&öInHi'zÄ:m)˚ hafnåf (HÄf'nÄ:f, h-)˚ hiya ('Hija, h-)˚
karh ('kaRH, -h)˚ bih ('bIH, -h)˚ qahwah ('›AH-wÄ)˚ wahhå` (wÄH'HÄ:Z, -h'h-÷ -G)˘
As many examples have shown so far, our Romanization represents tåò marb¨†ah simply as h˚ since the cases in which there might be confusion with ∆ are negligible. So we simply write òal-mad¤nah (&calma'dI:nA, -a∆)˚ if the word is to be pronounced as such; but non-pre-pausal forms would restore the etymological -t-\ òal-mad¤natu (&calma'dI:na&tU), mad¤nat-¤ (ma'dI:na&tI)˚ mad¤natu-hu (madI'natU&∆U)˚
and so on.
˙ 8.4.3. Arabic consonants: the laryngeal voiced approximant /·/ (·) (not a constrictive!) and
its voicelss taxophone (h).
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8.4.4. Besides, before diacritical dots were added to the basic ‘skeleton' of early Arabic orthography [rasm]˚ there was no visible di‡erence between a ‘real', etymological håò and a håò used as the pre-pausal variant of the (mostly feminine)
marker -t-˚ so a sequence like m-k-t-b-h would legitimately stand for maktabu-hu
(maK'tabU&∆U) ‘his o‚ce' and maktabah ('maKta&bA, -a∆) ‘a library' alike (to mention only one of the translations possible for each word).
Context and good command of the grammar will help to sort out most doubts.
Plus, Latin-alphabet transliterations will usually spell out all vowels, another potent
means of disambiguation, as the couplet maktabu-hu : maktabah clearly demonstrates.
At the end of the day, our Romanization simply reﬂects how words are to be
articulated in a certain context, so we shall spell òal-mad¤nah if pronounced (&calma'dI:nA, -a∆) in isolation (post-pausal òal- and pre-pausal -ah]˚ but òal-mad¤natu
(&calma'dI:na&tU) if one wants to articulate the entire word, which may well sound
too a‡ected but certainly is not at all wrong.
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8.4.5. If a more precise transliteration for tåò marb¨†ah were really requested,
something like a hyphenated -h (Õ òal-mad¤na-h] would do ﬁne without having to
resort to yet another special glyph.
Be noted that -ah is pronounced (A, a∆) primarily, but (A4∆7, å4∆7) if preceded
by any consonant which is capable of modifying timbres. It is to be noted that a
realization with (H) represents a very careful, Koranic pronunciation, while the
normal realization of -ahò is (a): hazzah ‘movement' ('hÄzza, -ÄH) but: hazza ‘(he)
shook' is only ('hÄzza).
<us, in sentences, any -ah [tåò marb¨†ah]˚ not followed by a pause, is (Ä): mu⁄kilah m¤kån¤kiyyah f¤ sayyårat-¤ ('mußKI&la mi&Kani'Kijja &fIsaj'jA:rA&tI). „en actually
followed by a pause, it is (a): mu⁄kilah ('mußKI&lA|).
«nally, as a useful device for reflection and comparison, ˙ 8.4.2 shows the orograms of (y) and the vocoids it can be in contact with. In these sequences, it is important not to think that some vocoidal phones can somehow compensate for the
non-occurrence of a real (y).
Trills
8.5.1. Arabic r is typically realized as an apical voiced uvularized trill, (R), in
stressed syllables, and generally as a tap, (r), in unstressed syllables (¬ ˙ 8.5). In
mediatic pronunciation, it can also be more simply velarized\ (5, R), on the other
hand, together with further more ‘emphatic' coarticulations, such as true (pre)pharyngealization, (å, Å÷ , ∞), more suitable in Koranic recitation. Accordingly, we
have chosen to phonemicize this Arabic rhotic as ‘/R/', rather than simply ‘/◊/'.
However, it is important to stress that /R/ does not belong to the ‘emphatic'
group, and in fact, ancient Arab grammarians and elocution masters would clearly advise against articulating råò with too much tafº¤m ‘heaviness, thickness', the
traditional term for ‘(consonantal) emphasis'.
On the contrary, it is quite common that any uvular/velar component disappears when /R/ comes in contact with (I4:7, i) and no timbre-changing consonant is
present: r¤m ('◊I:m), birr ('bi◊:), but r¤q ('Ri:q), qirr ('qiR:). It is possible to hear the
alveolar approximant (¸), mainly for ﬁnal r˚ but this pronunciation is more mediatic and not recommendable.
8.5.2. For simplicity and consistency, we shall stick to (R, r) everywhere: ribq
('RIp›)˚ marb¨§ (mar'bu:H)˚ mari∆ ('marIh)˚ mirr¤∆ (mIr'Ri:h)˚ mirå∆ (mi'Ra:h)˚ furfur˚ -¨r ('fURfUr, fUr'fu:R)˘
As seen, the vowel quality of /A4:7/ in contact with /R/ cannot be any fronter than
˙ 8.5. Arabic consonants: trills.
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(A4:7). <at is why many Arabic speakers have little trouble distinguishing the typical American realizations of /x, å/, (x, √), in a couplet like Sam \ sum˚ which they
may easily be re-interpreted as ‘sam' ('sam) and ‘ßam' ('Såm). More problematic
would be the distinction between ram and rum˚ which would be likely merged into ('RAm), since neutral Arabic phonotactis would not allow ('Ram) for ram.
8.5.3. As already said, Arabic has a diphonic pair of uvular constrictive trills, /º,
˜/ (º, ˜) (¬ ˙ 8.5): baÆ∞¤∞ (baº'Si:S)˚ ÆawÆ ('ºaUº)˚ faÆÆår¤ (faº'ºa:ri)˚ ‚adan ('˜adÄn)˚ «a‚¤r (SA'˜i:R)˚ båli‚ ('bÄ:lI˜)˚ ma∞‚¨l (mÄZ'˜u:l) m(-S'˜-)˚ tawa‚‚ul (tÄ'wa˜˜Ul)˘
Laterals
8.6. ˛ere is one lateral phoneme in Arabic, /l/ (l) and (¬, ı, ¬, L) (the last taxophone occurs in contact with /T, D, S, Z, q/; it also occurs as a phonostyleme (¤ a
kind of stylistic phoneme), too, in the word =allåh (cåL'Lå:∆) ‘Allah' (with /-∆/ being frequently dropped), even when used in connected speech and compound
words: òin ⁄åòa Llåh (ci¯'ßa: cåL'Lå:∆) ‘if God will', òåyatu Llåh ('ca:jatuL 'Lå:∆, &ca;jatuL'Lå:∆) (and frequently (ca&jatuL'Lå:∆) as a compound word) ‘sign of God, ayatollah', §Abdullåh (&yAbduL'Lå:∆) ‘Abdullah, Abdallah'.
<at is not the case with -i Llåh /-Il'lA:∆/ sequences: bi-smi Llåh (&bismil'la:∆) ‘in
the name of God', òal-∆amdu li-Llåh (cal'HAmdU lil'la:∆) ‘praise to God'.
For coarticulation, (ı) is followed by (ß, ò/‚), (¬), by (j), (¬) by /t, d÷ s, z÷ V, F/:
mutalaòliò (&mutÄ'lÄölIö)˚ talb¤s (tÄl'bi:s)˚ layl ('lÄIl)˚ ≠al™ ('Vaıò, -‚), malyån (mÄ¬'jÄ:n)˚ zallåqah (zal'lå:qå4∆7), talq¤∆ (tAL'›I:h). For the typical complete assimilation
of /l/ in the article òal˚ ¬ § 9.1.1.
˙ 8.6. Arabic consonants: laterals (and (¬) for comparison).
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Some hints about geographic variants
8.7. Very often, /†, ∑/ are pronounced like /t, d/, mainly in big cities in North
Africa (where /s, z/ are frequently semigrooved, (>, <), ¬ ˙ 8.7), or like /s, z/ as well,
particularly in the Middle East. In each one of these cases, a phonemic distinction
is lost.
In Iraq, /Z/ is (¢), as in traditional and Koranic pronunciations; elsewhere it is
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often realized as (Z), as in Egypt and Syria, but it may even be confused with /T,
D/, above all in the Maghreb.
˛e grapheme `¤m˚ /Z/ (Z), has very many geographical, social, and religious,
variants. ˛e normal (Z) prevails in the Middle East and in North Africa, while
(G) (typical of Koranic reading) is used in Jordan, Saudi Arabia (typical of the Bedouins) and Iraq.
But in some areas, as in Egypt (Cairo), Sudan and Oman, we ﬁnd (g, G); elsewhere, even (›), as in Luxor (southern Egypt), and (J), are used.
By the way, there are good reasons to believe that the original articulation of
™¤m actually laid somewhere in between (g) and (ª), considering the scattered but
inequivocal occurrences of (Proto)-Semitic loans in other languages, most notably
™amal ‘camel', ° Hebrew gamal˚ Greek kãmhlow, Latin camelum.
<erefore, a word like `åb /'Za:b/ will be ('ZÄ:b) in the Levant (Lebanon, Palestine, and Syria) and in Africa (except Egypt and Sudan, as we have just said). But
it will be ('GÄ:b) in the Arabian Peninsula, the Persian Gulf, Jordan, Iraq, and among
the rural and the nomadic peoples in Morocco.
As pointed out before, /›/ (›) is often realized as (ö), above all in Cairo and other big cities; but it becomes (H÷ k, K) as well (or even (g, G), as in Libya), particularly in central-southern Egypt, in rural areas of Morocco, and among Saudi-Arabia
Bedouins (who often, typically, change /k/ into (c), in their dialects). For instance,
qalb /'›alb/ may be: ('›Alb÷ '4c7alb, 'Halb, 'KÄlb, 'GÄlb).
In the Levant, /òö/ is generally quite weak, therefore we could transcribe it as
(,) (instead of (ö)). In the Maghreb, /ö/ may not even be present at all.
˙ 8.7. Comparison between grooved, semigrooved and ungrooved (or slit) dental consonants.

un-grooved

†∑

semi-grooved

><

grooved

sz

9.
Arabic
structures
Taxophonics
9.0. In this chapter, we will deal with assimilation, quantity, and some typical
reductions of colloquial speech, still within neutral pronunciation (although with
some geographical variants).
Assimilation of the deﬁnite article
9.1.1. <e consonantal coda of the deﬁnite article (òa)l- /4cA7l˘0/ undergoes full
assimilation, (4cA70˘0), when followed by any of the so-called ‘solar consonants',
òal-∆ur¨fu ⁄-⁄amsiyyah (&calHu'RU:fuß ßam'sijjA÷ -a∆)\ /t, d÷ T, D÷ V, F, s, z, ß, ò÷ S, Z÷ n,
r, l/ (we have to include /ò/, in modern pronunciation – see below). Arguably, /˘l/
does not trigger any real assimilation, being just a mere taxophonic juxtapositon.
<e term ⁄amsiyy ‘solar', although frequently passed for something philosophical or poetic, is simply a practical (but highly disputable) classiﬁcation expedient,
since the Arabic word for ‘sun' triggers assimilation: òa⁄-⁄ams (caß'ßams). However,
its antonym, ‘moon', does not: òal-qamar (cal'qåmAr)÷ and that is why all other
consonants are traditionally called ‘lunar letters' [òal-∆ur¨fu l-qamariyyah (&calHu'RU:fuL qåmA'RijjA÷ -a∆)].
<e assimilation is mandatory and knows no exception. <e o‚cial orthography always spells out the låm of the article even if assimilation occurs. However,
we have decided not to do so in our transliterations and transcriptions, according
to the general principle of phonemic realism that our Romanization scheme intends to follow.
Examples: òat-tå™ir˚ òad-dars˚ òa†-†ålib˚ òa∂-∂ayf˚ òa¥-¥amar˚ òa√-√ahab˚ òas-s¨q˚ òaz-zaw™˚ òa⁄-⁄abåb˚ òa™-™amål (see below), òaß-ßåb¨n˚ òaΩ-Ωuhr˚ òan-n¨r˚ òar-ra™ul (cat'ta:òir, cad'dArs, cåT'Tå:lib, cåD'Dåif, caV'VamAr, caF'Fa∆ab, cas'su:q, caz'zauò, &caßßa'ba:b, &caòòa'ma:l, &cåSSå'bU:n, cåZ'Zu∆r, can'nU:R, cAr'RAòul).
9.1.2. Conservative speakers and scholars will consider it improper to apply
this assimilation mechanism to ™¤m /ò/, based on particular considerations that
might certainly be historically sound, but do not take into account the phonemic
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situation of the language as it is spoken today.
In fact, the assimilation of the article became a basic feature of Arabic phonology
in very remote times, when the pronunciation of ™¤m was rather closer to (g) (as in
today's typical Egyptian pronunciation), or (Ÿ) (as a southern Egyptian variant),
than to (‚, ò).
Consequently, just like modern /-lk-, -lq-/, the ancestral /-lg-/ remained unassimilated. <at explains the inconsistent behavior of speakers with such minimal
pairs as òa⁄-⁄amål ÿ òa™-™amål˚ that many realize as (&caıòa'ma:l), the sole supposedly ‘correct' form, by virtue of which the so widespread and legitimate realization
(&caòòa'ma:l) should be… rejected.
9.1.3. However, (&caòòa'ma:l) is exactly what a large number of educated and
proﬁcient speakers of Modern Standard Arabic perceive as the most natural articulation, the one that suits best their instinctive propensity for an internally consistent language.
In a logical –and phonological– way, serious publications (free from traditional
‘grammatical' bias in a strictly phonic matter) certainly give (-òò-) as perfectly legitimate, more than (-‚‚-) or mediatic (-gg-) (thus, with the not recommendable
addition of t(&ca‚‚a'ma:l), and m(&caGGa'ma:l)).
In fact, structurally, /ò/ perfectly corresponds to /ß/. And it seems rather odd having to defend its rightful nature (in spite of traditional outdated beliefs), because
this mechanism is so deeply rooted in the instinctive linguistic feeling of native
speakers.
<is certainly consolidates the correctness of our choice to posit /ò/ rather than
/‚/ as the more convenient structural phoneme, forming a diphonic pair with /ß/.
By the same token, we have preferred a more realistic Romanization òa™-™… instead
of òal-™…
9.1.4. Here are some examples with their full transcriptions (not to forget that
this substantially is a phonetics book):
òa∞-∞ams (öÄS'SÄms)˚ òar-raq« (öar'RA›S) t(-'Rå›S)˚ òat-tutun (öÄt'tutUn)˚ òaz-zalal (öÄz'zÄlÄl)˚ òaƒ-ƒ¤q (öAD'D¢:›)˚ òa`-`amal (öÄZ'ZÄmÄl) (and t(öÄı'GÄ-), m(öÄG'GÄ-, öÄl'GÄ-÷
öÄG'GÄ-)); but, of course: òal-ba∆r (öÄl'bah®, -ah∫)˚ òal-ku∞k (öÄl'kUSk)˚ òal-walad
(öÄl'wÄlÄd)˘
Other assimilation phenomena
9.1.5. In ﬂuid neutral speech (but not in mediatic accents), voice assimilation is
quite common, with voiced obstruents becoming voiceless, before voiceless consonants, and vice versa: òi™tama§a (ciß'tamA&yA), òa⁄daq ('caòdåq).
Other cases of assimilation involving place ¸ manner of articulation are possible, as we will show below, according to the ‘strength' criterion that we will see in
§ 9.1.9-15.
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However, we must say, various publications do not always agree on a single
‘strength criterion'. For example, let us re-examine òi™tama§a (ciß'tamAyA)˚ form viii
of the verb ™ama§a ('òamAyA)\ the ‘stronger' phone apparently is the (t) of the -tainﬁx, which devoices ™. However, the following form-viii verbs show a di‡erent
behavior –frequently, reciprocal assimilation– which is even recorded by the o‚cial
orthography\ òizdåna (ciz'da:nA), òidda§å ('ciddAyA), òiddakara (cid'dakArA).
9.1.6. And, likewise, with ‘emphatic' consonants: òiß†abara (cÙS'TåbArA), òi∂†araba
(cÙT'TåbArA), òi††alama (cÙT'TålamA), òi††ala§a (cÙT'TålAyA).
9.1.7. Another kind of assimilation that is usually recommended in neutral pronunciation, though not indicated by the o‚cial spelling, is the full assimilation of
/d, F÷ T, D, Z/ to the /t/ that is present in the perfective terminations -tu˚ -ta˚ -ti˚
-tumå, -tum˚ and -tunna÷ for example, wa™adtu and òaºa√ta should be rendered as
(wa'òattU, cA'xAttA).
However, as the recordings enclosed with language courses prove, such assimilation is not always automatic with /F, Z/, which –being constrictives– are easier
to be kept distinct from the following dental stop /t/÷ and in the case of /Tt, Dt/, a
compromise like (TT) is possible, instead of (tt) (see below).
<ere are also assimilation phenomena that are mainly dictated by Koranic recitation practices, such as in the case of the indeﬁnite case endings -un˚ -in˚ -an followed by a word starting with /l, m, r/: /n˘l, n˘m, n˘r/ ê /l˘l, m˘m, r˘r/. Other cases of assimilation occur in normal speech, instead, but are somehow more extreme
and less obvious to categorize, Õ qad sami§a (›As'sÄmI&Ha)˚ lam yurid ∞ayòan ('lÄm
'jurIS 'SÄiöÄn)˚ ib§a≠ Éålika ('öIbHa∑ '∑Ä:li&ka)˚ i∆fa„ `åraka ('öIhfaZ 'Za:ra&ka)˘
Frankly, it seems disputable whether foreign learners should really memorize
all the possible combinations and employ them in daily conversation, when even
native speakers are never consistent in doing so. On the other hand, one should
be aware that neutral Arabic words may be subject to more or less pervasive assimilation, and non-native speakers should be able to deal with that to improve
their listening skills.
9.1.8. As far as active use of the language is concerned, we believe that the best
advice we can put forward is: always apply assimilation to the article, where required by current use (more than by ancient rules), not only in those cases that are
explicitly recorded in writing, but also, as said in § 9.1.9-12, in spite of di‡erent
possible behavior in neutral, mediatic, and traditional accents – including pragmatic usages (as shown there).
Outline of current assimilation types
9.1.9. Phonation type\ the ﬁrst obstruent assimilates to the second obstruent of
whichever kind (but not to approximants, /j, w÷ y÷ ∆/, nor to sonants, /m, n÷ l÷ r/,
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where we have: (=Ê) (but /=∆/ ê (=h), as shown below), and (=Ò˘, =—˘)). In addition, let us also consider the following ‘stylistic' di‡erences.
Obstruents + obstruents: /=Ê/ ê (ÊÊ), (ÒÊ) (careful), (=Ê) (slow “ mediatic),
obstruents + obstruents: /Ê=/ ê (==), (Ò=) (careful), (Ê=) (slow “ mediatic).
Some contexts (and variants)\
/dt/ ê (tt) m(dd), /sX/ ê (zX) m(sX), /sy/ ê (sy), /SX/ ê (ZX) m(SX), /Sy/ ê (Sy),
/ßX/ ê (òX) m(ßX), /ßy/ ê (ßy), /òd/ ê (òd) m(òd, ‚d), /òt/ ê (ßt) m(ßt, ct), /=∆/ ê (=h).
9.1.10. Place/manner of articulation (for /n, l/): the ﬁrst element assimilates to
the second. /n0/ ê (n=0) (homorganic nasals in n, but seminasals in m, and non-homorganic in q).
Some contexts (and variants)\
/nj/ ê (~j) m(nj) q(nj), /nw/ ê (˙w) m(«w) q(nw), /nl/ ê (ll) m(∫l) q(nl, ll),
/nr/ ê (rr) m(∫r) q(nr, rr), /nt/ ê (Nt) m(˙t), /nd/ ê (Nd) m(˙d),
/ln/ ê (nn) m(¬n) q(ln, nn), /lr/ ê (rr) m(¬r) q(lr, rr).
9.1.11. Place/manner of articulation (for coronals): the simpler element (/t, d÷
V, F÷ s, z÷ ß, ò/) assimilates to the more compex (/T, D÷ S, Z/), or, in some cases, to
the second one.
Some contexts (and variants)\
/t_, d_÷ s_, z_/ ê (T_, D_÷ S_, Z_), /_t, _d÷ _s, _z/ ê (_T, _D÷ _S, _Z)
/tT/ ê (TT), /tD/ ê (DD), /Tt/ ê (TT), /Dt/ ê (TT), /tz/ ê (dz) m(zz), /tZ/ ê (DZ),
/tS/ ê (TS), /tò/ ê (dò), /kz/ ê (gz), /sß, Sß/ ê (ßß) m(ss, ßß), /s—/ ê (S—),
/zß, Zß/ ê (ßß) m(ss, ßß), /òs/ ê (ss), /òS/ ê (SS), /òz/ ê (zz), /z—/ ê (Z—),
/ßs/ ê (ss), /ßS/ ê (SS).
9.1.12. Place/manner of articulation (for back consonants): the simpler element
(/∆/ (∆, h)) can assimilate to the more compex (/H÷ y÷ q÷ x, X/), or, in some cases,
to the ﬁrst one.
Some contexts (and variants)\
/kq/ ê (kk), /qk/ ê (qq) m(kk, qq), /x∆/ ê (xx), /X∆/ ê (X∆) m(XX, xx)
/yH, y∆, Hy, H∆, ∆H, ∆y/ ê (HH).
9.1.13. Here are some of the most frequent combinations, for practice: rib∆in
l¤ ('®ipHil 'lI:), mubtallun (mup'tallun), ∆absun ('HApsun), òabqa ('capqå), òi¥båt (ciF'ba:t), mu™tama§ ('mußta&mAy), ma∆b¨b (mAh'bU:b), ma∆Ω¨Ω (mAh'Zu:Z), maºzan ('mAXzan), madºal ('matxAl), mas™id ('maòòid) (t('maz‚id)), and:
ma⁄Ÿ¨l (maò'XU:l) m(-ß'X-), òaßŸa ('cåZXA), maqb¨l (måG'bU:l), òaΩfara ('cåSfA&rA), maŸ⁄¨⁄ (mAx'ßU:ß), òaŸfala ('cAxfa&lA), tabta§idu (tap'tAyi&dU), tußbi∆u ('tuZbi&Hu), òakbar
(caGbAr) m(-"b-), naqdan ('nåGdan) m(-G'd-).
Others: taòb¤n (tac'bI:n), maò¥¨r (mac'VU:R), biòrun ('bicrun), mitrås (mit'RA:s), mat§¨b (mat'yU:b), òatlafa ('cat-la&fA), òa¥qal ('aVqåL), òa¥na ('caVnA), ma™r¨∆ (maò'Ru:H),
ma™n¨n (maò'nU:n), ta∆s¤n (tAH'sI:n), maºt¨m (mAx'tU:m), and:
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maºfa ('mAxfA), madrasah ('mad-rA&sA÷ -a∆), òadlå ('cad-lA), maΩba∆ ('måZbAH),
maΩ§¨r (måZ'yu:R), muΩnib ('muZnib), martabah ('mARta&bA÷ -a∆), qirdun ('qÙRdun),
maryam ('mAR-jam), mazr¨§ (maz'Ru:y), muzmin ('muzmin), tazhu ('taz∆U).
9.1.14. Others: musri§ ('musriy), miswåk (mis'wa:K), ma⁄ta ('maßtA), ma⁄wi
('maß-wI), mißbåh (miZ'ba:∆), maßra§ ('måSrAy), òa∂™a§a ('cåDòA&yA), òa∂§afa ('cåDyA&fA),
ma∂wi ('måD-wI), maqtal ('måqtal), ma†b¨º (måT'bU:x), ma†§¨n (måT'yU:n), or:
òa†yab ('cåT-jab), òaΩlama ('cåZla&mA), maΩn¨n (måZ'nU:n), furßa ('fuRSå), òar∂un
('cARDun), ºur†¨n (xur'TU:n), mal∆¨Ω (mal'Hu:Z), òalßaqa ('åLSå&qå), †al§a ('TåLyA), ma§™¨n (mAy'òU:n), ma§r¨f (mAy'RU:f), òa§mål (cAy'ma:l), òaŸlå ('cAX-lA), and:
miftå∆ (mif'tA:H), òafraza ('caf-rA&zA), mafk¨k (maf'kU:k), maw∂i§ ('maUDÙy), mawkib ('maUKib), maqha ('måqhA), maktab ('maKtab), maks¨r (maK'sU:R), makwå
('maK-wA), malòån (mal'ca:n), malò¨n (mal'cU:n), òalyan ('caL-jan).
Further: òamti§a ('camti&yA), òam†ara ('camTå&rA), òimkån (cim'Ka:n), òintafa§a (ciN'tafA&yA), òinmåò (cim'ma:c), òin§akafa (cin'yAKa&fA), òihtamma (cih'tammA), mahm¨n (ma∆'mU:n), òahwå ('ca∆-wA), òawhama ('caU∆a&mA), and:
yayòasu ('jaIca&sU), òayqana ('caÙqå&nA), òaynama ('caIna&mA), òahlan ('ca∆lan), na∆nu
('nAHnU), wa-Llåh! (wåL'Lå:4∆7), †aq†aqa ('TåqTå&qå), §aq§aqa ('yåqyå&qå), muºº ('mux:),
‡qh ('fÙqh).
9.1.15. In addition: ßifr ('SÙfr+, -f∫), naml ('naml, -mæ), mahmå (ma∆'ma:), maw™
('mauò), si™n ('siòn, -ò@), fahrastu-hu (fa∆'RAstU&∆U), òin ⁄åòa Llåh (ci¯&ßacåL'Lå:∆) (colloquially, (&ci¯ßåL'Lå:∆), òuqåwimu (cu'qå:wI&mU), lu™™atu-hå (luò'òatU&∆A), òa†ruqu ('cåTru&qu), and:
òimåm (cI'ma:m), yam⁄¤ ('jamßI), lå∆iq ('lA:HÙq), lå§ib ('lA:yib), tis§a ('tisyA), sab§¨n
(sab'yU:n), ∆izb ('Hizb, -b™), ºubz ('xubz, -z™), hiya ('∆IA) t('∆IjA), S¨riyyah (sU'RijjA÷
-a∆), òawwal ('caUwal, -ww-), huwa ('∆UA) t('∆UwA), ∆allåq (HAl'Lå:q).
Also: òa§hadu ('cAHHA&dU), òir™i§, ∆ab¤b-¤ ('iRòiH ìHA'bI:bIœ), òifta∆ §aynay-ka ('ciftAH
HAI'naIkA), òifta∆ hadiyyata-ka ('ciftAH HAdij'jata&kA).

Vowel and consonant quantity
9.2.1. In Arabic, the quantity of both vowels and consonants is distinctive. In our
phonemic transcription and transliteration, the consonant quantity is shown by gemination\ /00/, CC˘ In phonetic transcription, the same notation (00) is fully appropriate between vowels, for it helps to parse phono-syllables correctly: òa⁄-⁄attu (caß'ßåTTu).
In fact, one should expect a slight, but perceptible, di‡erence between stressed
and unstressed syllables, at least in a tune˚ such as (caß'ßåT:Tu, -T;T-), but that is not really necessary except in very precise, ‘hyper-phonetic' transcriptions, describing very
careful speech.
Elsewhere, it is better to resort to simple lengthening˚ (0:): òa⁄-⁄att (caß'ßåT:˘). However, that really applies only to words in pure pre-pausal form, which is the exception, not the rule, in Arabic.
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Unless we want to point out that a certain word was pronounced that way in a
speciﬁc recording, or must be pronounced that way for whatever reason, it will be
more convenient to stick to ‘(00)' everywhere. In this way, we can safely transcribe
§arabiyy as (&yArA'bijj), implying that (-ijj-) is the basis for (cal&yArA'bijjU, &yArA'bijja&tan,
yA&rAbij'jU:n4A7) Æ – plus, of course, (&yArA'bij:, -Ij:) and even (yArA'bI:), as we have seen
previously (¬ § 8.4.1).
Vowel length is represented the same way in both phonemic and phonetic transcriptions: ‘/é:/ (é:)'. Again, it is predictable that in a protune, (é:) may reduce to (é;)
(or even lose its lengthening at all, (é), in very fast speech). As said before (Ô § 6.2),
unstressed long vowels are (é;) only in very formal ¸ Koranic pronunciation, otherwise they are generally shortened to (é).
9.2.2. In very colloquial speech, unstressed /I, U/ tend to reduce to some sort of
(™)-like vocoid (¬ ˙ 6.7), or to drop entirely, provided this does not lead to the
formation of a three-consonant cluster: kitåb (KI'ta:b, k™'ta:b÷ k'ta:b); ° òal-kitåb (&calKI'ta:b, &calk™'ta:b), but not *(calk'ta:b).
On the other hand, again in non-formal Arabic, terminations are often dropped
even in connected speech. In that case, two word-ﬁnal consonants may happen to
be followed by a word-initial consonant; and since three-consonant cluster are not
allowed, a short vowel is inserted: generally, /i/ or the colloquial (™).
Furthermore, long vowels tend to shorten a little in stressed checked syllables
(but less than in unstressed syllables): òaß-ß¨qu (cåS'Su:qu, cåS'Su;q˘).
Reduction or elision of morphological markers
9.3.1. <e ‘codiﬁed' reduction or loss of case endings, verbal terminations, and
other morphological markers has occurred in Classical Arabic since pre-Islamic times,
and it still is scrupolously applied in reciting religious texts, and above all, poetry.
Koranic orthography itself, from which modern orthography derives, is based on
the principle that words should be spelt out in their pre-pausal form, riskily leaving
the reader the task of adding the required terminations when reading aloud.
<at means that, in theory, one may pronounce all word-ﬁnal morphological
markers in every instance: it is not a mistake! Nonetheless, such practice is neither
requested nor encouraged when aiming at the best possible pronunciation.
As said, all of that was and is ‘codiﬁed' according to a complex of morpho-syntactic
rules rather than phonology and phonetics per se˚ and therefore, our readers are advised
to consult their grammar handbooks and teachers for a detailed account of those rules.
9.3.2. In modern, colloquial pronunciation, things are rather di‡erent: the more
colloquial/informal the register is, the more frequent reductions and elisions will
be. Very often, that is not due to any ‘codiﬁed' pattern, but rather to the understandable di‚culties that contemporary Arabic speakers themselves encounter in dealing
with incredibly and absurdly complex grammar rules.
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As a matter of fact, those rules have already been considerably simpliﬁed, following some of the current behavior found in the modern ‘dialects'.
<ere is even a ‘modernist' trend that considers such simpliﬁed, ‘de-inﬂected'
version of Arabic as the sole credible compromise between the written-only literary
language and the spoken-only ‘dialects'.
We would be the ﬁrst to welcome the adoption of a less heavily inﬂected lingua
franca as the new o‚cial ‘standard' Arabic, since pronunciation, too, would become
much easier to teach and learn (to say nothing about its own rightful ‘dignity').
Unfortunately, such option has proven unfeasible so far: ﬁrst and foremost, due
to the puristic conservatorism that associates Classical Arabic with Islam; but also because of some structural constraints of the language itself, which make people consider ﬁnal markers still relevant in too many cases.
<erefore, against our own propensity for consistency and predictability (and
simpliﬁcation, as well), we should be forced to recommend our readers to do their
best to speak Arabic with all required inﬂections.
9.3.3. <us, whenever a doubt arises, it may be wise to introduce a short pause
so that pre-pausal uninﬂected forms can (legitimately) be used; but remember: this
‘trick' should be used only as extrema ratio and never within sequences that logically
should be pronounced as a whole, such as òal-mad¤natu l-kab¤rah (&calma'dI;na&tul Ka'bI:rA4∆7) (noun + adjective), bintu ™-™år ('biNtuò 'òA:r, -ı 'ò-) (status constructus), daºala
l-walad ('dAxAlal 'walad) (verb + subject), wa™adtu-hu (verb + object su‚x; note also:
(wa'òattU&∆U)), f¤ l-funduq (fil'fuNduq) (preposition + noun).
Verbs and pronouns are more likely to maintain their endings, which often have
distinctive and pragmatic values.
Some of the following examples have legitimate colloquial variants with dropped
vowels: håÉå kitåb ('hÄ;∑Ä Ki'tÄ:b, 'hÄ:∑ÄK 'tÄ:b)˚ òal-∆ibru =ayyib (öÄl'hIb-rU 'TAIjIb,
t'TAjjIb)˚ katabtu bi-hi (KÄ'tÄptu&biHi, K'tÄptUb&Hi)˚ kåna f¤ l-bayt ('KÄ;nÄ fIl'bÄIt)˚ raòaytu l-bayt (ra'öÄitUl 'bÄIt)˘
9.3.4. As far as ‘pre-pausal forms' are concerned, let us see some illustrative examples, keeping in mind that this is an ‘orthological' phenomenon that people use
to pronounce words in tunes, including preceding words, semantically and syntactically linked (to the exclusion of grammemes).
˛is category includes ﬁnal short vowels (with or without indeﬁnite su‚xes -un˚
-in˚ -an): kataba ('Kata&bA, 'Katab)˚ yaktubu ('jaKtU&bU, 'jaKtub)˚ liòan yaktuba ('liöÄN
'jaKtU&bA, 'jaKtub)˚ f¤ madårisa (&fIma'dA:rI&sA, -ris), f¤ baytin (fI'baItin, -'bait)÷ baytun
('baItun, 'bait)˚ mun√u zamanin wa™¤zin ('muNFU 'zama&ni˙ wa'òI:z4in7)˘
As seen, ‘nunated' endings -un˚ -in can be completely elided in pre-pausal form,
while accusative indeﬁnite (and adverbial) ending -an is supposed to become /A:/ (-A),
at least in traditional pronunciation: òa§=åhu §i∞r¤na dinårå (öaH'TA:HU HIS'Ri:nÄ di'na:ra˘) – dinårå actually being the pre-pausal form of dinåran˚ accusative singular indeﬁnite of dinår. Worth noticing are reduplicated adverbs such as ka¥¤ran ka¥¤rå
(Ka'VI:rA˙ Ka'VI:rA˘).
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However, luckily, this rule is increasingly perceived as too conservative, and in
everyday speech, one may encounter full preservation of -an or systematic reduction to -å everywhere, depending on the speakers' degree of cultural and linguistic proﬁciency, as well as on their dialectal habits.
Full elision is uncommon, because unlike -un˚ -in˚ which can only be indicated in Arabic spelling by means of diacritics or are left unmarked, the presence of
-an is signaled by a ﬁnal òalif˚ whose orthographic conspicuousness is a potent ‘reminder' to the speakers, at least when they are forced to read aloud written texts.
9.3.5. Nothing more is to be said about tåò marb¨†ah except for its behavior
when preceded not by the usual /A/, but by /A:/, ¤ -åt- plus the appropriate case endings. Many Arabic speakers are inconsistent in their pre-pausal form rendition, and
in fact, the theoretical -åh /-'A:4∆7/ is much less common than what is really heard
more often, \ -åt˚ Õ ∆ayåt (HA'ja:t) ‘life', zakåt (za'Ka:t) ‘ritual alms'.
<ere are but a handful of such instances, and their rarity probably is the main
reason why that habit has lastly prevailed over the rule. It is also possible that some
sort of analogy with the homophonic plural ending -åt˚ and the presence of stress
(unlike unstressed -ah]˚ may have played a role, too, in inﬂuencing native speakers' preferences.
9.3.6. In addition, colloquially, very often /ö/ is not maintained when it occurs
within words or at the end of words. So, it is dropped or changed into /j, w/, or
else it may lengthen a possible preceding vowel: miòah ('miöa, -ÄH, 'mi-, 'mij-, 'mii-)˚
yaòÆuÉu ('jÄöºu&∑u, 'ja:ºu&∑u, 'jaºu-)˚ raòs ('Raös, 'Ra:s)˚ samåò (sÄ'mÄ:ö, sÄ'mÄ:)˘
‹en two hamzas occur in contiguous syllables, the ﬁrst one is certainly maintained: `åòa òa`alu-hum ('ZÄ;öÄ [ö]Ä'ZÄlu&HUm, -[ö]Ä'ZÄlHUm)˘
In /0j, 0w, 0r, 0l/ sequences (and, more logically, /0m, 0n/), the Arabic syllabiﬁcation is heterosyllabic, /0˘j, 0˘w, 0˘r, 0˘l/: mitrås (mIt'Ra:s)˚ òatlafa ('öÄt-lÄ&fa)˚
madrasah ('mÄd-ra&sa÷ -ÄH)˚ òadlå ('öÄd-la)˚ Maryam ('maR-jÄm)˚ musri§ ('mUs-rIH)˚
miswåk (mIs'wÄ:K)˚ ma∞wi ('mÄS-wi)˚ òafraza ('öÄf-ra&za)˚ makwå ('mÄK-wa)˚ òalyan
('öÄL-jÄn)˚ òahwå ('öÄH-wa)˘
9.3.7. In ﬁnal position, after consonants, the sonants (/m, n, r, l/) may be realized in di‡erent ways, according to how accurately one speaks. From a phonemic
point of view, they are just consonants, but –phonetically– they may be normally
voiced (or devoiced, mainly in front of a voiceless consonant), or intense (‘syllabic'), or even with a short epenthetic vowel (like (I, ¢), (I, ¢) – colloquially or mediatically also (È, È), as even voiced obstruents can do).
<us: qism ('›¢s≈, -sõ, -sÈm, -s¢m)˚ ladn ('lÄdn, -dó, -dÈn, -d¢n)˚ fatn ('fÄtn, -tó,
-tÈn, -t¢n)˚ duhn ('dUHn, -hn, -Hó, -HÈn, -H¢n)˚ badr ('bÄdr, -d∫, -dÈr, -d¢r)˚ Mi«r
('m¢Sr, -S®, -S∫, -S™r, -SÙr)˚ fatl ('fÄtú, -tÍ, -tÈl, -t¢l)˚ ra=l ('RAT%, -T–, -TÈl, -T¢l)˘
We strongly suggest to avoid epenthetic vowels in international pronunciation
and resort to intense consonants, instead, but only when that is really indispensable to articulate an otherwise di‚cult sequence to pronounce.
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9.3.8. Here are some examples of typical Arabic taxophonics: taòb¤n (taö'bi:n)˚ maò≠¨r (mÄö'†u:r)˚ mat§¨b ('mÄtHUb)˚ òa≠qal ('öÄ†›Al)˚ madÆal ('mÄtºal)˚ maÉ§¨r (mÄ∑'Hu:r)˚ tazhu ('tÄzHu)˚ mas`id ('mÄzZId)˚ ma∞ta ('mÄSta)˚ ma∞‚¨l (mÄZ'˜u:l) m(-S'˜u:l).
And: ma«ra§ ('mASraH)˚ òaƒ`a§a ('öADZa&Ha)˚ òaƒ§afa ('öADHa&fa)˚ òa„lama ('öAZlÄ&ma)˚
ma§`¨n (maH'Zu:n)˚ ma§r¨f (maH'Ru:f)˚ òa§mål (öaH'mÄ:l)˚ ma‚∞¨∞ (max'Su:S) m(-˜'Su:S)˚
maqhå ('mA›ha)˚ malòån (mÄl'öÄ:n)˚ yayòasu ('jÄiöÄ&su)˚ òawhama ('öÄuHÄ&ma)˘
Stress
9.4.1. <eoretically, the perfect rendition of short and long vowels, as well as
of single and geminated consonants would su‚ce to make one's pronunciation of
Arabic fully intelligible, irrespective of stress.
However, for pronunciation to be considered as truly neutral, it is required
that stress falls on the appropriate syllable, too. <is does not mean that this ‘rule'
is always respected in mediatic and regional accents. As a matter of fact, stress in
not distictive in Arabic. <us, it is not really important, communicatively.
In fact, in mediatic and regional accents, stress is often on a di‡erent syllable
than predicted by rules.
<e neutral rule is simple: the stressed is on the ﬁrst ‘heavy syllable' encountered counting from the end of the word˘ An Arabic syllable is considered to be
‘heavy' if its nucleus is either:
[a] a long vowel or a diphthong followed by at least one consonant˚ even if that
consonant, in fact, belongs to the following syllable – in symbols: /é:0˘, éé0˘÷ é:_0,
éé_0/÷ or:
[b] a short vowel followed by two consonants˚ again, even if the second consonant belongs to the following syllable – in symbols: /é00÷ é0_0/.
9.4.2. <erefore, a word like kitåbun is to be parsed as ki-tå-bun from a purely
phono-syllabic point of view, but as ‘ki-tåb-un' in order to detect syllable heaviness, which leads to /kI'tA:bUn/. <e same parsing applies to the compound kitåb-¤
/kI'tA:bI:/.
According to [b]˚ we have kattaba ('Katta&bA) but kattabtu (Kat'taptU) and kattabtu-kunna (Kat&taptU'kunnA), because, as said, the stress pattern will always re-arrange itself counting from the last syllable backwards.
If none of the last three syllables is heavy, the stress will fall on the third last,
Õ kataba ('Kata&bA), and never any earlier than that, as for example in the compound word kataba-hu (Ka'taba&∆U).
9.4.3. For a detailed list of all the possible combinations, let us refer to the list
below: the symbol /à/ stands for ‘light' syllables, \ /{0}é˘, {0}é˘, {0}éé˘, {0}é0˘/,
while /9/ indicates ‘heavy' syllables, \ /{0}é:0˘, {0}éé0˘÷ {0}é:_0, {0}éé_0/.
«nally, /à/ indicates either a light or heavy syllable –indi‡erently– with no direct inﬂuence on stress assignment:
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2 syllables: /'àà, '9à, à'9/,
3 syllables: /'ààà, '9àà, à'9à, àà'9/,
4 syllables: /à'ààà, 9'ààà, à'9àà, àà'9à, ààà'9/,
5 syllables: /àà'ààà, à9'ààà, 9à'ààà, àà'9àà, ààà'9à, àààà'9/,
6 syllables: /ààà'ààà, àà9'ààà, à9à'ààà, 9àà'ààà, ààà'9àà, àààà'9à, ààààà'9/.
9.4.4. As said, all the stress patterns given belong to modern neutral pronunciation. A dialectal peculiarity found in Lebanon (which should not be followed) puts
a ﬁnal stress on words ending in /é:ò, ééò/ (which, in neutral pronunciation, are not
‘heavy' enough to bear a stress): min-humå ('mInHu&ma) (and ≠(&mInHu'mÄ:))˘
An Egyptian peculiarity consists in having a form like katabatå as (Ka'taba&ta) pronounced (&Kata'bata) (in Cairo) or ('Kata&bata) (in Northern Egypt – but (Ka&taba'ta:)
in Lebanon), and so on.
9.4.5. Preﬁxes, such as the deﬁnite article, the conjunction wa-˚ and monosyllabic
prepositions (like bi-˚ fa-˚ la-˚ li-, which are hyphenated) do not inﬂuence the application of the stress rule\ yadun˚ òal-yadu˚ wa-l-yadu˚ bi-l-yadi – all stressed on ('ja-): ('jadun,
caL'jadU, waL'jadU, biL'jadI).
<at also explains why the relative pronouns òalla√¤ and òallat¤ are pronounced
(cal'laFI, cal'latI), not *('callaFI, 'callatI), since as said, òal- is nothing but the deﬁnite
article. Arguably, friendlier and morphonological spellings would be òal-la√¤˚ òal-lat¤.
An apparent exception to the rule arises when a monosyllabic preﬁx forms a compound with full pronouns or pronominal su‚xes, Õ wa-huwa ('wa∆UA) t('wa∆U&wA),
bi-hi ('bI∆I), bi-ka ('bIkA), f¤-hi ('fI:∆I), li-humå ('lI∆U&mA), la-kumå ('lakU&mA). Here, a
friendlier spelling, on the contrary, could be with no dash. Let us compare: §alay-kum
(yA'laIkum) and ma§a-kunna (&mAyA'kunnA), with their heavy second last syllables.
As far as secondary stress in polysyllabic words is concerned, it tends to occur more
or less on alternate syllables, but sometimes preferring the heaviest ones.
Lastly, here are some examples: ras¨l (ra'su:l)˚ safan` (sÄ'fÄ¯Z)˚ muråsil (mu'Ra:sIl)˚
tarassul (ta'RassUl)˚ §å«imah ('HA:S¢&mA÷ -a∆)˚ mutafawwiq (&mutÄ'fÄuw¢›) t(-'fÄww¢›)˚
mufåraqah (mu'fa:rA&›A4∆7)˚ madrasah ('mÄd-ra&sA÷ -a∆)˚ darak-¤ ('dara&Ki)˚ muÆtalifah
(mUº'tÄli&fA÷ -a∆)˚ òa`alu-hum (öÄ'ZÄlu&HUm)˚ kataba-hu (KÄ'tÄbÄ&Hu)˘
9.4.6. We give further useful examples: ramat ('RamÄt)˚ ramat-hu (ra'mÄthu)˚ òa∆ad ('öahad)˚ òa∆adu-hum (öa'hadu&HUm)˚ ∞adda ('SÄdda)˚ ∞adda-hu ('SÄddÄ&Hu)˚ òar∂å
('öaRDA)˚ òar∂å-hu (öar'DA:Hu), katabti (KÄ'tÄpti)˚ katabti-hi (KÄ'tÄpti&Hi)˚ muhallima-hu (mu'HÄllimÄ&Hu).
And: òistalqå (öIs'tAL›A)˚ òistalqå-hu (&öIstAL'›A:Hu)˚ kåtabå ('KÄ:tÄ&ba)˚ kåtabå-hu
(&KÄtÄ'bÄ:Hu)˚ katabatå and kåtabatå (KÄ'tÄbÄ&ta)˚ katabatå-hu (KÄ&tÄbÄ'tÄ:Hu)˚ kåtabatå-hu (Ka&tabÄ'tÄ:Hu)˚ ∞a`arat ('SÄZa&rat)˚ ∞a`aratun (SÄ'Zara&tUn)˘
9.4.7. Here are more examples (some longer): òadwiyatu-hu (&öÄdwi'jÄtu&Hu)˚ murtabi=a (mUr'tÄb¢&TA)˚ murtabi=atun (&mUrtÄ'b¢TA&tUn)˚ ∞a`aratu-hu (&SÄZa'Ratu&Hu).
And: ∞a`aratu-humå (&SÄZara'tuHu&ma)˚ òadwiyatu-humå (&öÄdwijÄ'tuHu&ma)˚ muta-
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`anniba (&mutÄ'ZÄnni&ba)˚ muta`annibatun (mu&tÄZÄn'nibÄ&tUn)˚ mutaqåtila (&mutA'›A:ti&la)˘
Further examples: òanå ('canA), òabadan ('caba&dan), †åw¨ß (Tå'wu:S), si™™ådåt (&siòòa'da:t), kåtib ('Ka:tib), kitåb (KI'ta:b), ∆åwlala ('HA;Ula&lA), baqåya (bå'qå:jA), òakal¨ha
(&caKa'lU:∆A), òihtimåmu-hunna (&cihtI&mamU'∆unnA), òistiqbålåtu-hunna (ci&stÙGba&latU'∆unnA). Let us end with madrasah ('mad-rA&sA÷ -a∆), madrasatun (mad'rAsa&tun).

14.
International Arabic
pronunciation
14.1. <e international accent of Arabic, of course, is a kind of simpliﬁcation,
which tends to substitute the more peculiar phones with some more natural and
widespread in di‡erent languages.
However, it is decidedly more precise than most desciptions found in speciﬁc
books and articles, as the scanty and rather misleading one in the Handbook of the
International Phonetic Association, 51-54 (with non-neutral sound ﬁles, neither for
the segments, nor for the narrative text).
International Arabic exhibits a certain reduction in the number of vowel and
consonat taxophones, as well. As regards the realizations of /a[:]/, only two phones
are su‚cient, in stressed or unstressed syllables: (å[:]), for 2.3-7, and (A[:]), for 2.1-3
(¬ § 6.2). <us, there is a slight overlap for 2.3, variably resolved by single speakers.
˛e vowel realizations belonging to this kind of ‘international' pronunciation
(both monophthongs and diphthongs) are shown in û 14.1. ˛is ‘clearer' pronunciation generally uses: (i[:], ¤[:]÷ å[:], A[:]÷ U[:]).
It may also have (™:, ø:) for /ai, au/, but not in the contexts seen in § 6.2. Of
course, (Ù, ‘, P) are not necessary (and, least of all, (È), all seen in § 6.4, ¬ ˙ 6.7).
˙ 14.1. International Arabic: vowels and diphthongs.
/i/ (i, ¤), /i:/ (i:, ¤:)

/u/ (U), /u:/ (U:)

/a/ (å, A), /a:/ (å:, A:)

/ai/ (åi, å¤, Ai, A¤, ™:)

/au/ (åU, AU, ø:)
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14.2. As for the consonants, this international Arabic pronunciation tends to
use those of the neutral accent, with its more important taxophones, as well.
However, for the following consonants, it can certainly use some more natural and widespread contoids.
<us, /T, D/ may be velarized, (˛, Ã), or even labialized, (T, D). So, they can have
a sort of duller timbre, which may be su‚ciently di‡erent from plain (t, d).
<e same is true of /S, Z/, which may be velarized, (À, ë), or labialized, (s, z), to
result somewhat di‡erent from (s, z).
<e possible, more complicated, variant /Z/ (¢) is not strictly necessary, not
even as (ï), or (‹). However, (∑) should be kept, being a phoneme, as well as (V).
<e phoneme /ß/ (ß) should actually be (ß), although (ë) would not be odd. <e
same for /ò/ (ò, ò) (or (‚, ‚), as a personal choice).
Initial (c) may be dropped, while all others have to be pronounced, at least as
(¸) (which is less strong than (c)).
14.3. As for /H/, it is su‚cient to distinguish it from both /h/ and /x/. <us, /H/
can be realized as a stronger h˚ that is a phonetically more prominent contoid: either as (∆), a velar approximant, or as a velar semiconstrictive, (·).
Another possibility might be (∆), whose lip rounding can be su‚cient to di‡erentiate it from a plain (h).
If these requirements are fulﬁlled, /∆/ (∆, h) can safely enough be uttered as a
plain (h) (but it would be better if realized as (∆), as in neutral pronunciation, in
the expected contexts).
On the other hand, for /x/ (x), a uvular (≈) can be su‚cient (although with no
trill e‡ect). Also /X/ (X) can, then, be realized as a normal uvular (‰) (again, with
no trill e‡ect).
<e important thing is to succeed in keeping them su‚ciently di‡erent, so that
no phoneme is lost.
Arguably, the phoneme /y/ (y) is the most di‚cult contoid of the Arabic language. Nevertheless, it cannot be either dropped or realized as a voiceless contoid.
Nor should it become a kind of an a vowel.
<us, it must be exercised with particular care, either as a true pharyngeal (y)
or as a prepharyngeal (ó) approximant – always voiced.
Of course, rather than changing (y) into a vocoid like (æ), it might be simpler,
and perhaps a little better, to drop it and replace it by using creaky voice on some
of the voiced phones around it: either vowels or consonants, with some possible
lengthening.
So, we could have: §ala ('óAlA÷ 'aVA), ma§i ('mAóI÷ 'mai), bi§tu ('biótU÷ 'bI;tU), ma§
('mAó÷ 'ma;), rab¤§ (RA'bI:ó÷ -'bi:), rub§ ('Rubó÷ 'RUÕ).
˙ 14.2. International Arabic: di‡erent consonants.

+
Xº

·

∆

ı
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14.4. As for /r/ (r, R), a simple (√), or (◊), can be su‚cient. Perhaps, it can be
made a little duller, by adding lip rounding, (∂, d), or some velarization, (®, Í).
Lastly, (L) could be velarized, (ú), or realized as a velar lateral, (ı). However, (l)
should in no way be changed into either of these two: (ú, ı)! Let us add the orograms of the few new (and simpler) contoids, shown in ˙ 14.2.
However, in our international transcriptions, we leave (T, D÷ S, Z÷ L), instead of
(˛, Ã÷ À, ë÷ ú).
14.5. As for stress, what has been said in § 9.4.1-7, can safely be followed, trying to be consistent. However, in Arabic, stress is not distinctive, at all. In addition, there are di‡erent ‘rules' in di‡erent places (¬ § 9.4.4), and native speakers
themselves can not be very consistent, indeed. <us, stress is no real problem.
<e most recommendable intonation patterns, for international Arabic, are given in ˙ 14.3.
˙ 14.3. International Arabic: intonation.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

<e North #nd and the Sun
14.6. As an example of this international Arabic accent, there follows a normalized transcription of the text given in § 11.2.3.
Kånat r¤∆u ⁄-⁄amål tata™ådalu wa-⁄-⁄ams f¤ òayyin min-humå kånat òaqwå mina
l-òuºrå, wa-òi√an bi-musåﬁrin ya†la§u mutala‚§un bi-§abåòatin sam¤kah. Fa-ttafaqatå
§alå i§tibåri s-såbiqi f¤ òi™båri l-musåﬁr §alå ºal§i §abåòati-hi òal-òaqwå.
¡aßafat r¤∆u ⁄-⁄amål bi-òaqßå må òista=åòat min q¨wah. Wa-låkin kullamå òizdåda
l-§aßf, òizdåda l-musåﬁru tada¥¥uran bi-§abåòati-hi, òilå òan òusqi†a f¤ yadi r-r¤∆, fa-taºallat §an mu∆åwalati-hå. Ba§da òi√in sa†a§ati ⁄-⁄amsu bi-difòi-hå, fa-må kåna mina
l-musåﬁri òillå òan ºala§a §abåòata-hu §alå t-taww. Wa-håka√å òu∂†urrat r¤∆u ⁄-⁄amål
òilå l-òi§tiråf bi-òanna ⁄-⁄amsa kånat hiya l-òaqwå.
Hal kånati l-qißßatu ™am¤lah? Hal tur¤du òan nuraddida-hå?
('kå:nåt2 'Ri:∆US Så'må:l2\ &tåtå'Gå:då&lU wåS'Såms32| fi'¸åij¤m 'm¤nhU&må2| 'kå:nåt '¸A›wå2 &m¤n¸ål'¸UXRå23| wå'¸¤∑ bimU'så:f¤R¤n2| ì'jATLAóU &mUtå'låff¤&óUm2 &b¤óå'bå:¸åt¤N så'mi:kåh23œ|| &fåttå'fA›A&tå32| 'óålå ó¤ti'bå:R¤s 'så:b¤›¤2| &fi¸¤G'bå:R¤l mU'så:f¤R2| 'óålå 'Xåló¤ &óåbå'¸åtihi2\ ¸ål'¸A›-wå23||
'óASAfåt2\ 'Ri:∆US Så'må:l2|| bi'¸A›-SA 'må:2| ¸¤stA'TA:¸åt m¤,'›U:wå23|| wå'lå:K¤˙2 ì'kUllåmå ¸¤z'då:dål 'óASf32œ|| ¸¤z'då:dål mU'så:f¤RU tå'då††U&Råm2 &bióåbå'¸åtihi32| ì'¸ilå ¸ån'¸Us›¤&TA2 fi'jåd¤R 'Ri:∆23œ|| &fåtå'Xållåt 'óåm mU&∆åwå'låti&hå23|| båó'då¸i&∑¤N2| sA'TAóåt¤S 'SåmsU bi'd¤f¸i&hå2| &fåmå'kå:nå m¤&nålmU'så:fiRi2| '¸¤llå ¸A,'Xålå&óå óåbå'¸åtå&hU23 ì'óålåt 'tåUw23œ||
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'wå 'hå:kå&∑å ¸UT'TURRåt2 'R¤:∆US Så'må:l32| '¸ilål &¸¤óti'Rå:f2 bi'¸ånnåS 'Såmså2| 'kå:nåt2 'hiål
'¸A›-wå23||
¿'hål 'kå:nåt¤L '›¤SSAtU2 ¿Gå'mi:låh21|| ¿'hå¬ tU'Ri:dU2 '¸ån nURåd'didå&hå21|||).

15.
Some national/local
phonopses (“ map)
15.1. We will provide the phonopses of four main Arabic national koinés, for their
neutral accent: the Levant, the Gulf, Egypt, Morocco (adding Algerian Kabyle Berber, for interesting comparisons, and Maltese, as well).
Arguably, each of these accents certainly also presents some more marked and
popular accents and language, or dialect. In fact, their structure changes not only
phonically (also with di‡erent phonemes), but even more as far as their grammar
and vocabulary are concerned.
˙ 15.01. Arabic national dialects/languages: Levantine “ Gulf Arabic areas.
Turkey

Levantine Arabic Syria
Lebanon±
Sinai

Iraq
Jordan

Iran
º.
∫.
⁄.
™å¨

Saudi
Arabia

Yemen

en

Yem

®∂π

Gulf Arabic
Oman

˙ 15.02. Arabic national dialects/languages: Northern Africa areas (including Malta, European).
Tunisia

Moroccan Arabic
Morocco

Western
Sahara

Kabyle
Berber
Algeria

Maltese
Malta

Egyptian Arabic

Libya
Egypt

